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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to determine slope transformation within tourist footpaths above 
the timberline on the north- and south-facing slopes of the Western Tatra Mountains. To characterize 
slope transformation within footpaths I applied geomorphological mapping. Differences in the effects 
of relief transformation due to natural processes on the north- and south-facing slopes were precisely 
determined based on test surfaces established on footpaths and slopes unaffected by human activity. 
The study indicated significant differences in the transformation of slope relief in the study area, relat
ed mostly to the disproportions in the intensity of tourist traffic and variability of natural conditions. 
The study also revealed a diversity in morphogenetic processes acting within tourist footpaths on 
the north-facing and south-facing slopes of the Western Tatra Mountains.
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Differences in relief transformation on north-facing and south-facing slopes and 
significant asym m etry in relief transformations between geoecological belts can 
be observed in several mountain areas in the world ( S t o c k e r  1979, 2003; 
R e c h  et al. 2001). The occurrence and intensity of m orphogenetic processes 
in high-mountain areas can be limited to the forest belt or to the crionival belt, 
as docum ented by several authors (e.g. K o t a r b a ,  S t a r k e l  1972; K o t a r b a  
1976, 1984, 1992, 2002; M i d r i a k 1983, 1996; S t a n k o v i a n s k y ,  M i d r i a k  
1998). Numerous studies of m orphogenetic processes underscore the signifi
cant impact of asym m etry in relation to their activity and the resultant relief 
diversity on slopes with different aspect, especially N and S ( K o t a r b a  1976, 
1984; S t o c k e r  1979, 2003; K a s z o w s k i  1985; R q c z k o w s k a  1999, 2007; 
K o t a r b a ,  D f u g o s z  2010). A. K o t a r b a  (1984) em phasizes that the differ
ences in the occurrence and course of m orphogenetic processes on the slopes 
with opposite aspect within one geoecological belt may be greater than the 
differences due to climatic variability between adjacent belts.

INTRODUCTION
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Protected areas belong to the most valuable natural areas within which one 
of the main tasks is to maintain the stability of natural ecosystems. Footpaths 
running on slopes are the main areas of hum an impact on nature areas under 
strict protection.

Mass tourism in protected areas causes the initiation and acceleration of 
m orphogenetic processes, which is reflected in num erous polygenetic forms on 
slope footpaths. Therefore long-term studies are needed to identify the processes 
leading to m ost intensive and irreversible transformation of slope relief within 
footpaths, especially in valuable protected areas. Such studies are especially 
im portant in areas with a very  high concentration of tourists in a small area, as 
for example in the Tatra Mountains. In com parison to o ther national parks in 
Europe, the Tatra National Park is one of the sm aller parks but with a very  high 
intensity of tourist traffic. Based on the findings of J. P o c i a s k - K a r t e c z k a  
et al. (2008) the num ber of visitors to the Tatra National Park exceeds 2 million 
per year, while in the significantly larger Alpine national parks the average num 
ber of tourists approaches only 0.7 million per year.

STUDY AREA

The analyzed footpaths are located in the valleys of Chochołowska, Jarząbcza 
and Starorobociańska in the northern part and Jam nicka and Rackova in the 
southern  part of the study area (Fig. 1). The total length of the studied footpaths, 
accessible only to tourist traffic, is 44 km. The study footpaths are located above 
the timberline (Fig. 1) in the subalpine and alpine geological belts (18 km and 
26 km of the total footpath length, respectively). All study footpaths are located 
in the crystalline part of the Tatra massif and run on granitoids and metamor- 
phic rocks.

In the study area climatic conditions are varied (Tab. 1). The average annual 
precipitation in the north part of the study area is between 1200 mm and over 
2000 mm ( N i e d ź w i e d ź  1992), while in the southern part it is significantly 
lower and ranges from 800 mm to approx. 2000 mm (L a j c z a k 2006). Four 
m orphogenetic seasons were distinguished in the study area: nival, niveopluvial, 
pluvial and pluvionival ( K l a p a  1980).

The highest activity of m orphogenetic processes occurs in the shortest, 
niveopluvial season, from April to June. The lowest activity of m orphogenetic 
processes occurs in the longest, nival season due to the insulation of the slope 
surface provided by snow cover. The intensity of slope transformation during 
the year is dependent on intra-annual variability of climatic conditions. However, 
slopes with very  similar climatic conditions may be transform ed differently. One 
of the m ost im portant reasons for such differences is hum an activity.
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Fig. 1. The study area. A -  location of the study area in Poland and Slovakia,
B -  location of the studied footpaths in the Polish and Slovak parts of the Tatra National Park (TNP),

C - the studied footpaths
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T a b l e  1

The climatic conditions in the study area based on M. H e s s  (1974), B. I z m a i 1 o w (1984)

Climatic conditions (at 1700 m a.s.l): North-facing-slope South-facing slope

Number of days with snow cover 217 days 189 days

Mean annual temperature +0,8°C +1,8°C

Number of days with temperature 
below 0°C 124 days 95 days

Number of days with active wind, 
with speeds over 5 m*sJ from 20 to 200 days per year

METHODOLOGY

In order to determ ine the effects of m orphogenetic processes on footpaths run
ning on slopes and ridges I used geomorphological mapping, conducted on topo
graphical m aps at 1:10 000 scale. A special form for geomorphological mapping 
of footpaths and tourist roads was used. The study footpaths were divided into 
geomorphologically hom ogenious sections; the uniform footpath sections were 
further divided into sub-sections based on footpath width, surface type and 
location within larger landforms. The selected footpath sections were marked 
with GPS (Garmin 60-CSx). Based on geomorphological mapping I identified 335 
uniform footpath sub-sections in the subalpine and alpine belts.

In order to determ ine and com pare the effects of processes in subalpine 
and alpine belts on north- and south-facing slopes I established test surfaces on 
footpaths running on slopes and on slopes without any current hum an activity. I 
established eight test surfaces, four on the northern  slopes in the Polish part of 
the Tatra National Park and four on southern slopes in the Slovak part. The part 
of this study based on test surfaces was conducted from 2007 to 2011. The size 
of every test surface, marked with metal rods, was about 4 m2. All test surfaces 
were located above the timberline, on slopes with a 15-20° inclination. Each 
test site was repeatedly surveyed with cross-profile levelling carried out in the 
upper and lower part of each test surface, 2-4 times a year. The com parison of 
changes in cross-profiles was m ade based on a formula used by o ther research
ers in different m ountain areas in the world (Fig. 2) ( C o l e  1983; H a m m i 11, 
J e w e l l  2000).

This formula is as follows:

_  (Vi +  v y  +  ( V 2  +  v y  +  ( V 3  +  V 4 )  +  ( V h  -  1 +  Vn)  ^  ^

A — area of incision within footpaths (the profile surface area on figures)
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Vl ... Vn-V\ (incision depth on footpaths from the first fixed point — initial 
m easurem ent Vj)

L — (horizontal distance between the m easurem ents)

I took com parative photos of each test area from one fixed point. This 
docum entation allowed me to determ ine the differences in relief transformation 
depending on the slope aspect and on whether the area is affected by foot traffic. 
Moreover, studies based on test surfaces on slope footpaths and slopes without 
hum an activity allowed for the identification of the impact of tourist traffic on 
the activity and effects of natural processes.

The research was also supplem ented by m easurem ents of tourist traffic 
carried out with two pyroelectric sensors (tourist counters) from June to Au
gust in 2011. The m easurem ents served a subsequent com parison of tourist 
traffic intensity in two footpath sections in both Polish and Slovak parts of the 
study area. The sensors were installed on footpaths leading to the Wołowiec Mt. 
(2064 m a.s.l.). One sensor was installed on the footpath from the Jamnicka Pass 
to the Wołowiec Mt. (Slovak part) and the o ther on the footpath from the Pass 
Below Wołowiec to the Wołowiec Mt. (Polish part) (Fig. 1).

SLOPE TRANSFORMATION WITHIN FOOTPATHS ABOVE THE TIMBERLINE

The diversity of climatic conditions and the num ber of tourists play an im portant 
role in the transformation of relief in within footpaths in different slope sections. 
The disproportion in the num bers of tourists between the Polish and Slovak parts 
of the Tatra M ountains was highlighted by M. Ś t u r c e 1 (2006). His calculations 
of differences in tourist traffic on 1 km of footpaths in the Tatra National Park 
(TNP) showed it is three times more intense in its Polish part than in the Slovak 
part. This is also confirmed by this study, conducted in the alpine belt in the 
Polish and Slovak parts of the TNP using tourist counters. From June to August 
2011 the average daily num ber of tourists in the Slovak part of the TNP on the 
footpath section from the Jamnicka Pass to the Wołowiec Mt. was 82 com pared to
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the daily average of 354 persons on the footpath from the Pass Below Wołowiec 
to the Wołowiec Mt. in the Polish part of the TNP.

Tourist traffic is an im portant factor that by trampling of vegetation and soil 
cover contributes to the acceleration of natural m orphogenetic processes, such 
as run-off, needle-ice activity, nivation and deflation. These processes result in 
the developm ent of num erous erosive and accum ulation forms and successive 
expansion of degraded areas on slopes with footpaths ( K r z e m i e ń  1997, 2008; 
G o r c z y c a ,  K r z e m i e ń  2002, 2010; R ą c z k o w s k a ,  K o z ł o w s k a  2002, 
2010). Tourists play a particularly significant role in the transformation of slope 
relief within footpaths during snowmelt and sum m er rainfall ( K l a p a  1980).

The environm ent of the Tatra M ountains above the timberline is particularly 
vulnerable to relief transformation, which results from both greater diversity 
and increased activity of natural processes ( K o t a r b a  1984, 2002; K r z e m i e ń  
2008, 2010). In the study area, 6,5 km of footpaths on slopes exhibit significant 
relief transformation. The developm ent of erosive and accum ulation forms de
pends mainly on the type of bedrock, slope gradient, as well as the m orpho
logical location of the footpath within the slope.

The most im portant factor in relief transformation is the resistance of ge
ological structure of the slopes underlying footpaths. However, even though all 
the footpaths in the study area run on crystalline bedrock, there are significant 
differences between footpath sections. In the study area 9196 of footpaths on 
slopes have natural surface, while the surface of the remaining 996 is artificial 
(usually arranged boulders). Footpaths on slopes with natural surface consid
erably differ in term s of the dom inant size of rock particles in the regolith. 
The type of slope cover influences developm ent of different erosive landforms 
and the intensity of relief transformation within the footpath In the study area
1 distinguished several types of slope surface with different forms and relief 
transformation (Tab. 2). For example, study footpaths w here particles within 
regolith cover are sm aller than 2 cm are associated with the developm ent of 
nival, deflation or crionival niches, while regolith covers with grain-size exceed
ing 10 cm are conducive to the developm ent of proluvial fans (Fig. 3; Photo 1 a, 
b, c, d). The occurrence of different types of natural surfaces depends mostly 
on slope gradient and morphological location. The footpath sections on slopes 
with high gradients are characterised by a larger grain-size of regolith material 
than the footpaths on less steep slopes.

In the study area, 5396 (23 km) of footpaths run on slopes with regolith 
typified by particle size sm aller than 10 cm; 1996 of the footpaths (9km) run 
on slopes with finer regolith (<2 cm) and 1496 (6km) of footpath sections are 
located on slopes with coarser regolith (>10 cm). The sm allest part (496 or
2 km) of footpath sections with natural surface are footpaths within bedrock. 
The remaining footpaths are surfaced with artificially arranged material. Often, 
particular type of natural surface within footpaths on slopes represents a stage
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T a b l e  2

Diversity of regolith covers within footpaths on slopes in the study area

Dominant type of natural 
surface within footpaths 

on slopes
Type of landforms Examples of footpath sections in 

the study area

A. soil covers and regolith 
with a dominant grain- 
size:
<2 cm

rills, nival niches, deflation 
niches, cryonival niches

footpath on the Czubik, footpath 
in the Gaborova Valley, footpath 
from the Jamnicka Valley to the 
Zarska Pass

B. regolith with a dominant grain-size:

<10 cm
rills, nival niches, deflation 
niches, cryonival niches, 
proluvial fans

footpath to the Trzydniowiański 
Wierch, the Wołowiec, footpath 
from the Jamnicka Pass to the 
Ostry Rohać

>10 proluvial fans
footpath to the Starorobociański 
Wierch, Kończysty Wierch Mt., 
the Placlivy Rohać

C. bedrock - footpath on the Ostry Rohać

in relief transformation, in the course of which bedrock will eventually be ex
posed in the footpath floor.

The type of bedrock plays the m ost im portant role in relief transformation. 
However, in the study area there are footpath sections located very  close to each 
other, running over similar rock type, but with significant differences in relief trans
formation. Those differences may result from differing morphological position of 
the footpaths. Examples of such footpaths are the section to the Trzydniowianski 
Wierch or the section near the top of Czubik. The footpath section leading to the 
top of the Trzydniowianski Wierch is located along the slope gradient and is the 
most transform ed slope section in the study area. The width of the degraded zone 
is 15 m. Moreover, based on previous research conducted by M. K r u s i e c (1996), 
it is worth mentioning that slope relief transformation within the footpath to the 
Trzydniowianski Wierch has been progressive. On the o ther hand, the footpath 
section near the top of Czubik, located perpendicular to slope gradient, is about 
1 m wide and lacks significant relief transformation. These footpath sections 
also differ in surface type. The footpath to the Trzydniowianski Wierch runs 
on regolith with rock particles sm aller than 10 cm, while in the case of the 
Czubik footpath the dom inant grain-size is <2 cm. This may have resulted from 
the activity of m orphogenetic processes. Different bedrock resistance, type of 
covers and the morphological location of the footpaths on the slope, as well 
as the intensity of hum an activity all have an impact on the size and extent of 
progressive relief transformation.
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Fig. 3. Diversity of surface types within footpaths in the study area. 1. footpaths on bedrock and 
artificial surfaces (arranged boulders), 2. footpaths on soil and regolith covers with dominant 
grain-size of rock material <2 cm, 3. footpaths on regolith covers with dominant grain-size of rock 
material <10 cm, 4. footpaths on regolith covers with dominant grain-size of rock material >10 cm,

5. other footpaths, 6. main ridge
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Photo 1. Regolith cover exposed in the ridge section of the footpath to Rakori (a). Regolith cover 
with a dominance of smaller (<10 cm) rock particles: the footpath to the Starorobociariski Wierch 
(b). Regolith cover with a dominance of coarse (>10 cm) rock particles within the footpath on the 

ridge of Otrhance (c). Bedrock footpath on top of the Ostry Rohac (d)

RELIEF TRANSFORMATION WITHIN FOOTPATHS ON THE SLOPES 
ABOVE THE TIMBERLINE

Detailed studies, conducted on test surfaces located above the timberline, have 
shown that there are considerable differences in slope relief transformation 
within footpaths and on slopes without hum an activity, and that these surfaces 
represent two different types. The differences in the functioning of these slopes 
are mainly related to the extent and activity of m orphogenetic processes. The 
com plex m orphology of the slopes above the timberline causes differences in 
hum idity and therm al conditions between the north- and the south-facing slopes. 
The south-facing slopes are more intensively transform ed in the autum n season, 
especially when the snow cover appears for short periods and melts. Autumn 
is also the season of significantly increased needle-ice activity. However, the 
north-facing slopes are more intensely transform ed in the spring thaw season, 
associated with the extended duration of snow cover and significant activity 
of nivation. In addition, the northern part of the study area is characterized 
by larger am ounts of precipitation, which contributes to m ore intense relief 
transformation caused by run-off. In the study area there are significant differ
ences in the course of natural processes acting on slopes with footpaths and on
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slopes without hum an activity. These differences are connected with the spatial 
diversity of processes. On slopes without hum an activity the natural processes 
occur evenly, resulting in equal transformation of the whole area devoid of 
vegetation. On slopes with footpaths, m orphogenetic processes occur linearly. 
The slopes without hum an activity are characterized by the presence of rubble 
that increases the resistance of the slope surface to m orphogenetic processes. 
On the o ther type of slopes, the most visible effect of run-off within footpaths 
is connected with the movem ent of rock fragments and local developm ent of 
shallow rills. In addition, needle-ice action has a significant impact, especially 
in the marginal parts of the footpaths, which contributes to the developm ent of 
erosive niches within slopes The highest rate of depth  change (1 cm /year) was 
recorded on a test surface located within a footpath that runs in the alpine belt 
on a north-facing slope. In the southern  part of the study area, the highest rate 
of 0.89 cm /year was recorded within a footpath on a slope in the subalpine belt.

Numerous studies in the Tatra Mountains, the Alps, the Rocky Mountains, 
as well as in the Monts Dore in France confirmed that the issue of tourist deg
radation is a very  im portant problem  ( H a m m i t t ,  J e w e l l  2000; G o r c z y c a ,  
K r z e m i e n  2002, 2010; M i h a i  et al. 2009). To limit tourist traffic-related trans
formation of slope relief within footpaths an accurate inventory of geomorpho- 
logical forms and subsequent repeated monitoring of their state is necessary.

CONCLUSIONS

Nowadays the slopes in high m ountain areas are most intensely transform ed 
within footpaths. This is associated with the com bined effects of natural pro
cesses and anthropogenic impact on these surfaces.

In the study area the footpaths on slopes differ in the type of slope cover 
which determ ines the developm ent of certain erosive and accum ulation forms.

There are differences between the extent and activity of natural processes 
on slopes with footpaths and the slopes without any hum an activity. The re
search has shown that these two surfaces function differently.

In the Polish and Slovak parts of the Tatra National Park there is an asym 
m etry related to the intensity of tourist traffic and in the natural conditions, 
which in turn controls the intensity of natural processes and transformation of 
slope relief within footpaths.
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